Holding versus seeing pathology. Three-dimensional printing of the bony pelvis for preoperative planning of a complex pelvis fracture: A case report
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Abstract
Pelvic injuries are not uncommon. The complex anatomy of the pelvic bones, the complex pattern of injuries, associated important structures such as neurovascular bundles, and difficult access make the reduction and fixation of these fractures difficult. Often the surgical outcomes are not satisfactory. Three-dimensional (3D) imaging using computed tomography (CT) scan (3DCT) has been the mainstay of preoperative evaluation since the 1980s, however, even with these images it may be difficult to understand complex injury patterns. Preoperative printing of a 3D model using the same CT scan data allows surgeons to hold the pelvis in their hands and then plan appropriate treatment. We report one such case of complex pelvic injury and its management using the novel method of preoperative 3D model printing.
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Introduction
Pelvic injuries are not uncommon, especially in hospitals catering to high-impact trauma. The primary aim in treating pelvic injuries is to restore the integrity of the pelvic ring and achieve symmetry. Treating these injuries poses many difficulties and challenges because of the complex anatomy, the complex patterns of these injuries, associated important structures such as the neurovascular bundles, and the difficulty in accessing these sites for surgical fixation. Hence, the final outcome may not be satisfactory.

Routine imaging with computed tomography (CT) scan gives only a two-dimensional idea of the anatomy of the pelvis and the injuries. Three-dimensional (3D) reconstruction using CT scans (3DCT) provides more detail and orientation, and has been the mainstay of evaluation for the last 25 years. However, for the best possible operative outcome, it is of utmost importance to understand the anatomy clearly from all dimensions.

3D printing of bone pathology allows surgeons to evaluate fracture patterns and pathology in vitro in detail. By holding the models in their hands, surgeons are able to get a clear perspective of the pathology, without having to imagine the abnormality in their minds, using computer-based 3D data.
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These models also help better communicate the pathology with patients and relatives and eventually lead to better surgical outcomes, reduced operation times, and reduced postoperative complications.[3]

**Case History**

A 45-year-old man presented with a history of road traffic accident and pelvic injury. A plain radiograph of the pelvis was obtained that showed a fracture of the right acetabulum [Figure 1]. A CT scan of the pelvis was then performed and confirmed a comminuted fracture of the right acetabulum, associated with protrusion acetabuli [Figure 2] with a transverse and posterior column fracture pattern. There was no fracture involving the proximal femur. Hence, surgery was planned.

However, the CT scan images including the 3DCT reconstructions [Figure 3] did not provide sufficient information to understand the anatomy of the comminuted fracture. Hence, a 3D model of the pelvis with both hips was prepared to better understand the anatomy and pathology [Figures 4 and 5].

For the purpose of 3D model printing, the axial CT scan data was reconstructed into 0.75 mm thin slices at 0.5 mm intervals. The DICOM images were then converted into the standard triangular language (STL) format that is used for rapid prototyping. The STL file was then loaded on a commercial 3D printer (Projet 660, 3D Systems, USA) workstation, and the model was created in approximately 4 h and 30 min. The material used was a proprietary powder that is bound by a chemical solution to create a bone-like model.

The model was then delivered to the surgeon. Holding the model in his hand and by viewing the fracture pattern from all possible angles, the surgeon was able to successfully plan the exact surgery for this particular injury [Figures 4-6], as against merely viewing the 3D images on a workstation or on film.

The surgeon was able to accurately classify the fracture only after carefully observing the injury on the model and rotating the model in all directions. The complex pattern of injury involving both the transverse and posterior column pattern of fracture was confirmed with the careful assessment of the fracture on the model. The various fracture fragments and their relationship with each other was easily and accurately understood because of the 3D model.

Long-term function depends on achieving good reduction, which in turn depends on accurately classifying the acetabular fracture pattern. Thus, it was possible to achieve good fracture reduction because the fracture pattern was accurately classified. It has been proven that a 3D model is more accurate in the assessment and classification of the acetabular fracture than radiographs and CT scans alone.[4]

Following are the advantages the surgeon got in this case by using the 3D model than the routine 3D reconstructions of CT scan images:

- By holding the model in his hand, the surgeon was more confident of the pattern of acetabular fracture and the relationships of the fracture fragments to each other
- This led to the accurate classification of this acetabular fracture as both transverse and posterior column fracture, which was confusing on routine 3D CT images
- As there were comminuted fracture fragment and the 3D model clearly showed extension of the fracture medially in the acetabulum, the surgical plan was changed. Eventually total hip replacement (THR) was planned because there was significant risk of medial migration of the femoral head after surgery, even if good reduction...

**Figure 1:** Frontal radiograph of the pelvis with both hips shows a displaced tranverse fracture (arrow) involving the right acetabulum with protrusion acetabuli

**Figure 2 (A-C):** Computed tomography scan of the right hemipelvis. Axial (A), coronal (B), and sagittal (C) images demonstrate a comminuted fracture with a transverse (white arrow) and posterior column (black arrow) pattern of injury involving the right acetabulum
was achieved. Without the 3D model, only reduction of the fracture would have been performed which would have worsened the situation over time, ultimately requiring THR.

- Because the surgeon had already taken preoperative measurements on the model and decided on the exact size of the instruments used in the surgery, this led to significant reduction in the intraoperative time by approximately 25 min.
- The surgeon could also easily explain the pattern of injury and the surgical plan to the patients and relatives and conveniently with the 3D model held in his hand.

Hence, overall, in this case, the surgeon could manage the acetabular fracture effectively and easily with the use of 3D model than he would have with routine 3D CT images alone.

Discussion

Pelvic injuries are usually complex, with comminution, displacement, and rotation abnormalities. These lead to various deformities including shortening and poor morbidity if not properly treated. The primary aim in treating pelvic injuries is to restore the integrity of the pelvic ring and to achieve symmetry. For this, good reduction and fixation of the fractures are essential, but often difficult to perform. The trauma may also lead to various complications...
Including deformities and injuries to the adjacent nerves and blood vessels. Hence, preoperative planning is crucial to achieve the best possible results. So far, routine 3D CT imaging has been the gold standard for preoperative planning. However, with the advent of 3D printing, new doors have opened for better preoperative assessment and surgical outcomes. A better understanding of the pathology leads to reduced operative time, improved surgical efficiency, and reduced iatrogenic complications.

There are various methods of rapid prototyping for 3D printing. These include STL, selective laser sintering, fused deposition modelling, and multijet modelling. We used the STL method for printing 3D models with the ability to add colour using the .zpr format. Various materials including bone-like powder, plastic, ceramic, and metal are available, all of which are machine specific.

Thin <0.75 mm CT scan slices are required to produce high-resolution 3D models with sharp details. A 3D model is created in the traditional way on the workstation and then converted to a .stl or .zpr file. Printing time varies from 3–6 h depending on the vertical height of the model. The models thus printed are air-dried and fixed using different fixatives such as varnish or proprietary solutions.

Because these models are life-size, distance between various anatomic landmarks can be measured and compared with the CT data and the intraoperative measurements to assess the accuracy of the 3D model. The models are usually kept in the operating theatre to allow a real-time understanding of the pathology.

There are many advantages of 3D printing.
1. The surgeon can hold the model in his/her hand
2. This helps the surgeon to understand the complex anatomy and obtain a 3D orientation of the pathology
3. The surgeon can also practice the planned surgery on the model and assess the result. The surgeon can perform reduction followed by fixation to see the final outcome and can then modify the plan for better results. Osteotomy, wedge resection, screw, wires, and plate fixation can all be performed on the model and the implant or prosthesis can also be designed accordingly, if required
4. This also allows reduction in surgical time by up to 17%.
5. These models can also be used as educational aids for surgeons and students.

3D printing has a role to play in many different fields apart from orthopedics, such as maxillofacial surgery, otorhinolaryngology, neurosurgery, and cardiovascular interventions where preoperative printing of models is of immense help to surgeons for better surgical planning. 3D printing can be used not only in cases of trauma, as presented in this case report, but also in various complex congenital anomalies as well as tumors for preoperative planning.

There are a few limitations and drawbacks associated with the use of 3D models in preoperative planning. Different materials are needed for different organ systems. The same bone-like material may not be ideal when it comes to 3D printing of the heart or vessels, where soft plastic-based materials may be better. There is also limited data on the use of 3D models in medical practice.

The models created with proprietary powder are also fragile and can break while taking the model out from the tray, during fixation process, transportation, and also while handling. Hence, careful handling and effectively protecting the model while transportation is a must to prevent the model from breaking.

The other limitations are the resolution and accuracy of the printed 3D model. The resolution of the 3D model depends upon the resolution of the scan, printer, and the material used for printing. Thus, to achieve better resolution, the scan must be of high resolution with thin slices, as specified earlier, and the printer as well as the powder used for printing must be capable of generating high resolution models. The accuracy of the printed models depends on the printer, material, and the method of printing. With proper calibration and maintenance of the printer, higher accuracy can be achieved.

Cost is also a major limiting factor at present. The cost of the 3D model depends on the size of the part to be printed, the material used for printing, and the cost of operating the printer. Printing life-size model increases the cost, hence when not required, small-sized models can be printed to reduce the cost, without significantly affecting the resolution or the accuracy.

There are some concerns regarding the safety as well. A recent study suggests emission of ultrafine particles from the 3D printers. These small sized particles can pass into the smaller airways and get deposited in the lungs as well as in the brain and can lead to pulmonary and neurological complaints. Most printers have filters to reduce these particles and fumes. In addition, proper ventilation and personal safety measures such as wearing mask and gloves while operating the printer are a must to reduce these complications. The high voltage used for printing may also result in hot surfaces.

Thus, overall, fragility, resolution, accuracy, cost and health hazards are potential drawbacks of using 3D printing. However, with the advancement in technology and availability of better printing techniques, high resolution...
printers, and new materials for printing, all these issues can be effectively addressed in future.

3D printing, though very effective for preoperative planning, has not yet been adopted widely in medical practice, especially in a country like India. Multiple issues are involved such as lack of awareness, reservation of surgeons, lack of availability, and cost. However, with better understanding of the usefulness of 3D printing and increased awareness it is likely that the utility of this technique will increase.

Conclusion

3D printing of bone models is a feasible and effective method for preoperative planning of complex pelvic injuries. A 3D printed model can be readily printed within 24 h and be part of a routine 3DCT protocol. A 3D printed model helps understand the complex anatomy and pathology of bone lesions better, leading to overall improved surgical outcome and better quality of life for the patient.
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